
Excerpt of (or a wobbling bottle) (2016)

An echo is an imposter (on the stairs) (I, too, stood by the door. until the panting stopped)
(I, too, have dropped, fat crocodile tears. coming down, coming to think of it, in other words, why not?) why 
is bathing the image of melancholy?
this silence is called a strike

or a call on volatility (the Hotline of Effect)(as if betting.... or whatchamacallit, a joke? and when you really 
really put your nose to it? dunno..
like some event horizon (some sort of Consolation) It lacks. and though nonexistence has no subject, it sure 
knows how to Fuck (.. blah blah Bitch and the fictive Ignorance .. other users of the word This, is eas.. or the 
half-life or relief..
thanks mr. rorschach

BLACKMAIL(feels sooo much bettter with those vocal cords nice and moist. so, u take cash?) 
OR(the critic's mortgage. a nickname's counterfeit. Aaalmost a cast. Costume design's voice-over. A 
Trans,Europe,Express kinda bondage. A barman of the original blame. The maybe cuts short. A You as my 
secret self. A wobbling “shit!”. Something fishy. The panting of disguise. 

A parallax fade. An opening sentence: "If a question could lie it'd be somewhere else" A spamming look. 
(the abstAct of) a Say? Please? You're like that thing I love. 

A too-much-to-hang-in-there cat. A towel by the pool. A location scout lost in the woods. 

A narrative's cop (in a leaping leather tear-jacket). A diary's manfold. a Smulder tonguetwister. A 
fish-eyeopener double standard. or a set... 

would you really, who's, then (all that intimate for tone? At what speed? (25img/sec?) The sheer 'what an 
appetizing chick' kinda cannibalism (on second thought (I'm fucked. A truly could. I mean really. 
A two-speed joke. Almost, almost, there. A GPS fart. (A footnote passing by as if on wheels) "that perverses 
maybes to originals in drag" A motive on a stick. A natural bureaucrat. The spot that drifts away. Some sort 
of joke (these social stills (refuses to pardon Any...))) I suppose, that, boy.. 

Pillowtalk. Simon said, A rhyme on the ad(d. A matter of unthinking. A salmon read in reverse (gets u out of 
bed. A truth in trousers. Your fly's open, I hear it. ...(it speeks of a peremptory sponge-bath) a tease at ease, 
would explode. ..."(being wrong one universe at a time, as an act 
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You can find the complete texts as well as a version of the video mentioned at
www.svendehens.org



dog(as if) (2015, video, 6min, digital) - Stills

Description for the work
Language, when it leaves the room, likes to think it leaves a certain directive for the visual behind. 
One could think of this as a kind of attitude reflecting its aspirations on use. I have been interested 
in this; surged its potential for (script)writing and a visual language.
An example of this in my work would be the use of a tongue twister for the video I made called 
dog(as if). The figures and partial events present in the tongue twister would serve as a container 



for the work, the script. It functioned as a collection (or set) of motives and at same time formed an 
excuse to develop thoughts out of its associations. I was interested in the idea of a visual tongue 
twister, or how these linguistic poetics could excite the associations within the visual. More speci-
fically, how I could entertain a relation of figures while stumbling over nasals and vowels being too 
dense to make a proper scene.
But the figures weren’t merely developed into a script, as I decided to. The so-called muteness of the 
animal body I was dealing with got me interested in isolating the speech, the ‘say’ from the video. 
This isolation of its speech would have resulted in dogtalk : a Say from head to tail with the question 



‘which side of the dog would be talking anyway?’ as its subscript. In this reading-performance I ela-
borated on the interaction between the figure of the dog (as a speaker, or a wagging tongue) and that 
of the undying bachelor, a transfiguration of a type present in the tongue twister. The bachelor acted 
as a kind of approaching body, being the ill-defined movement on thoughts soon-to-be-merged.



Tonguetwister used for the video dog(as if)

El perro de San Roque no tiene rabo 
porque Ramón Ramírez se lo ha cortado. 
El perro de Ramón Ramírez no tiene rabo
porque se lo han robado.
¿Quién le ha robado el rabo al perro
de San Roque?. 
¿Ramón Ramírez ha robado el rabo
del perro de San Roque?.

The dog of Saint Roch has no tail
because Ramon Ramirez has stolen it
The dog of Ramon Ramirez has no tail
because he has stolen it
Who stole the tail of the dog
of Saint Roch?
Did Ramon Ramirez steal the tail
of Saint Roch’s dog?



Installation views at “The Governor's Mansion, Door de muren het huis zien” (Ghent, BE)



dogtalk (2015)

Preparation of dogtalk for “Becoming Red” (Greylight Projects, Brussels BE) 
– With Louis van Haverbeke (left), Iza Tarasewicz and Michael Crabbé. Curated by Anna Scholiers 
& Winke Noppen. (http://becomingredproject.tumblr.com/)

Excerpt text

(…) dog would fall / into finitudes of water. Form still utterly unclear. 
But the liquid mass of a web would constrain his tail from waaving. 
child says no. repeats no for multitudes to be born like continuous 
evidences for the unclear remains of fish and shells. form 
still utterly unclear. surpass it, you have now the body of dog. 
digging of bones, chewing the loss of figure. 
but head-on-heels, digging of bones. editor has made cut just there, where the head begins 
cut now at base of neck - hold bone beneath lower lip (strange lip) moment now exhilarating / 
forever headlessness... and speechlessness 
...solved by carrying the bone (fleshless bone). 
head now seems to be moving with the bone as a crutch. cut: we see body of dog approaching - 
lured by bone. (laughter) 
human head and dog head both seem to be fighting over bone (still fleshless). 

speech starts waaaving 
from afar 
like a loong wave hello/goodbye 

come on. on. Is that a tail in your pocket or are you just happy to see me? 
Dog stares 
up for a play now 
a play up to the knee 
a ball in mouth 
bathroom isn’t enough 
what is needed isn’t there like a little theft (...)



Installation view of the video Edith (Komplot, Brussels, BE)

Other works

Installation view of BLUE/cowboy (Sint-Lucas, Ghent, BE)



Still from “The Exhibition Screen” 
Video w/ Anna Scholiers reflecting on the potential of the audio-visual medium as an exhibition 
environment.
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1ioIubyP64)
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